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Purpose



"A lot of companies
keep their CSR efforts
shh... There is a
difference between
tooting your own horn,
and marketing your
CSR."

Long & Co



Let's be honest: we give to get.

That's why we sometimes feel

awkward announcing it.  We feel

like our motives aren't pure. Let

us take a moment right here.

We give because we get more

value in return. And that's a great

thing!

Many companies keep their giving

activity quiet. Perhaps in an act to

remain humble. 

Sharing great stories about your

CSR efforts is almost as important

as having one in the first place.

Why do we give?



Your storytelling helps further your

chosen charity. It makes employees

more sticky and helps attract new

customers. 

In fact, 90% of consumers would

switch brands to one that is

associated with a good cause. It's

also a great way of differentiating

your business from competitors. 

But not all circumstances are giving

circumstances.

Link the giving back to your

company purpose. If you can't

explain it, stop and redirect.

Why promote it
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Get your
top dog on
board



CSR is bigger than a photo

opportunity with employees in

company t-shirts with shovels in

hand.

Earn support from

the top dogs in your company with

engagement at all levels.

Getting senior leaders, including

the CEO, senior legal counsel, and

c-suite executives on board is vital

for moving your CSR project from

paper to reality.

There are some key drivers that will

get the attention of the right

people. 

Top dogs



Align CSR to

company goals,

vision and values

Link metrics that

have a bottom line

impact, such as

building a strong

strategic brand

Respond to investor

interest in CSR

Set diversity and

inclusion goals

Recognise brand

activism that speaks

to Gen Z

Ensure transparent

and eco-friendly

supply chains.

Top 6 for Top Dogs:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Earn it



Getting people's attention, and

cutting through is difficult.

An alternative strategy is to earn

attention over time.

How do we do that? By being of

service and adding value.

Permission is loned, not owned. 

Having email addresses or followers

doesn't mean we have licence to

spam day and night.

It's a privilege that needs to be re-

earned time and time again.

Earn it
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Tell them
the truth



Trust is low, and that is why an

honest story is good story.

Start with who the story is for.

What is the worldview of the

audience you’re seeking to reach?

What are they afraid of? 

What story can you tell them that is

true and will encourage them to

act?

What change are you seeking to

make? And what assets are you

building to give your story stepping

stones to get to your audience?

Make something you are proud.

The best story is a true
story
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Link CSR to
customer
journey



Which part of the customer journey

does your CSR fit in?

Social media, blog posts and

interesting events are some of the

best channels and content you can

use to attract customers and

employees with CSR.

Effective CSR practices

can also help shape positive

consumer perceptions of your

brand.

Consumers favour brands they

perceive as “good”. They are more

likely to trust, buy and promote

those brands. 

CSR and customers



Make it easy to do

business with you.

Include call to

actions if you are

seeking donations. 

Make it worth talking

about. Include great

stories and visuals. 

Respond consistently

and honestly.

Invite your

customers to share

their personal

experience with your

brand. 

Include user-

generated content to

further your reach.

Top Journey Tips:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Track your
donuts



The trap of digital marketing is it

can be tracked.

Don't tie your profit goals to your

CSR strategy. Tie it to your purpose

and values, and watch the profit

take care of itself.

Look at artists like Bansky. How can

we measure their work? ROI will

never get us to take an artistic leap;

it’ll just get us to do a lot of stuff

for clicks. 

Not everyone is an artist. Not

everyone can get ROI on a CSR

strategy. 

Using some of these insights will get

you on your way.

ROI on CSR



68% of online

consumers might

stop using a brand

because of poor or

misleading CSR.

84% say a poor

environmental track

record would cause

them to stop buying

from a brand.

Nearly half are

willing to pay a

premium for socially-

conscious or

environmentally-

friendly brands.

Try these Donuts:

1.

2.

3.



That's it! 

The purpose of this report was to get your CSR strategy working

better for you in the period ahead. If you are looking to get your

giving strategy done right in 2021, reach out for a coffee. 

Thanks heaps,

Cat

Thank you

Cathrine Long

Director
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